Host Gerry says:
USS Scorpius  NCC 50666  10408.07

Host Gerry says:
"Gaseous Anomalies"

Host Gerry says:
Episode 2:  "It's a gas..."

Host Gerry says:
Previously on the USS Scorpius:

Host Gerry says:
The ship was ordered to a nebula to investigate strange electrical emissions from the area.  They were to determine if it was a navigation hazard and take appropriate action.

Host Gerry says:
The crew has discovered that the gaseous anomalies were intelligent and capable of communication.

Host Gerry says:
The OPS officer has just cleaned up the frequency to best hear the Xenons and Halons.

Host Gerry says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS-Watson says:
:: On the bridge still manning flight and operations. She has completed fine tuning the communications signal to the Skree ::   XO: I believe I have the signal cleared up now, ma'am.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
OPS:  Put it on speakers.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Places the channel on speakers ::   XO: On speakers, ma'am.

FCO_Bodine says:
:: the doors slide open to reveal the Scorpius Bridge and he steps out into the open and glances around ::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  Captain, we should be able to communicate with them now.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::in the lab working::

OPS-Watson says:
:: See the FCO enter the bridge and smiles at him ::

CO_VanSickle says:
XO: Right...

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
COM: Skree:  Can you hear us?

CIV_Serok says:
:: standing on the bridge ::

CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: Skree: Greetings.  I am Capt. Eric VanSickle, commanding officer of the USS Scorpius.  To whom am I speaking?

Host Gerry says:
<Skree>  Yes!  We have contact!

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Mary_Curtis> MO: Sir? Doctor Garta-Nmbarri is in the lab.

FCO_Bodine says:
:: Reports for duty with a Nod to the CO and moves quietly down to the front. With a slight turn and a smile  towards Watson he sits down at flight ::

CIV_Serok says:
:: listens to the exchange and sits back down at her console, seeing as how she can hear the Skree in her head ::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Checks to ensure the power stays steady to communications ::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Unslaves flight from her console, returning control to the FCO.  She leans over and whispers ::   FCO: It's good to have you back, John.  Are you alright?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::studies the diagnostics very carefully, trying to see what has put Heath and Pel Tor into a coma::

Host Skree says:
@COM: Scorpius: All:  Who are you?  Do you fly about in oxygen bubbles for a reason?  Why do you have electricity in your systems? Are you from another [untranslatable] like this one?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
COM: Skree:  We are corporeal beings, composed of physical matter.  We need the oxygen to survive.

Host Skree says:
@COM: Scorpius: ::excited:: Matter Beings!  Matter beings!  Our scientists had only theorized!  Tell me, are you a Selenium-based form with tentacles?

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: Okay Sir, I have flight now ... :: checks sensors and attempts to adjust the ship's forward pitch and the comm antenna's point of reference to help improve the signal to some degree ::

CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: Skree: No, we have two arms, two legs and a head.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
COM: Skree:  No, we are carbon-based life forms.

CIV_Serok says:
~~~ Skree:  We are carbon based life forms. ~~~

Host Skree says:
@COM: Scorpius: Amazing!  You look like a 5-tentacled being to us.  

OPS-Watson says:
:: Smiles at the FCO and whispers ::   FCO:  So...ARE you okay, John?  I've been worried about you.

FCO_Bodine says:
:: whispers :: OPS: Thanks ... :: pause :: Oh no are we messing with inter-dimensional beings again?

MO_Surak says:
CMO: Reporting for duty

Host Skree says:
@COM: Scorpius:  Our Halon warriors are concerned that you are hear to do harm to the home [untranslatable].  What are your intentions?

FCO_Bodine says:
:: attempts to change the subject he doesn't seem compelled to bring up his feelings right now :: OPS: I'll be fine. Who are these guys? :: still whispering ::

CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: Skree: We're explorers.

CIV_Serok says:
~~~ Skree:  We have 2 greater extremities, used for locomotion, 2 lesser extremities used for holding objects and a casing for our cerebral functions. ~~~

OPS-Watson says:
:: Whispers ::  FCO: I'm not sure they are inter-dimensional beings...I'm not sure exactly WHAT they are.  All I know is they brought us deep into the nebula AFTER I cut power to the engines...   :: and lowers her voice more ::   ...then got a good yelling at.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
COM: Skree:  We mean you no harm.  We came here to study the nebula that you call the home.  We came out of curiosity, nothing more.

Host Skree says:
~~~CIV: Most interesting!  How is this possible with only bilateral symmetry?~~~

FCO_Bodine says:
:: frowns at Watson ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::hears the MO's voice but doesn't look up:: MO: I'm almost done here.  Go keep an eye on those patients.

CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: Skree: How was it that you could control our ship?

OPS-Watson says:
:: Notices he is skirting the subject about how he is feeling and decides to let it go for now ::   FCO: They are the Skree.  We just started to communicate with them.  Apparently, they tried to telepathically communicate with some of the crew.  I think they sort of blew a few brain cells there.

Host Skree says:
@COM: Scorpius:  Your ship is a most fascinating tool.  Would we be able to get one?

CIV_Serok says:
~~~ Skree:  I sometimes wonder that myself.  ~~~

OPS-Watson says:
FCO: I found a frequency where we can physically speak with them

Host Skree says:
~~~CIV:  It is remarkable.  We theorized at least radial symmetry.~~~

CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: Skree: We can try to work that out with Starfleet HQ.

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: Nice ... Hey I heard we have a new Medical Officer who is it?

CIV_Serok says:
~~~ Skree:  Fascinating hypothesis.  What was your data comprised of? ~~~

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
COMM: Skree:  One of the mandates of our mission is to seek out new life forms ... perhaps we could share information?

Host Skree says:
@COM: Scorpius: ALL:  Our Halon Warriors are satisfied you are no threat to us.  Please enjoy our [untranslatable] home for as long as you need to.  We rarely leave its confines.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Grins ::  FCO: Oh my gosh!  Do we EVER!  He's a Cardassian...a Doctor Surak.  I can't wait for the fireworks to fly in sickbay!

OPS-Watson says:
FCO: So...my advise to you...stay away from there for a while...    :: Grins with a slight chuckle ::

Host Skree says:
@COM: XO: WE have examined your databanks.  It was interesting, though of little practical use to us.

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: Dr. Who? :: wants to make sure he heard the name ::

OPS-Watson says:
FCO: A Doctor Surak...why?   :: Looks at the FCO closely ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Self: That's it!

CIV_Serok says:
~~~ Skree:  We thank you for your hospitality.  May I ask what your race lives in and uses for food? ~~~

Host Skree says:
ACTION: The COM channel and telepathic frequencies go silent...

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: Oh my lord ... I don't believe it ... I know that name ...

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::smiles:: CO:  Well, that was interesting ...

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
*MO* Doctor, give 10 cc's of Lexorin to our unconscious telepaths.  It should block the activity causing the overload.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Hears the communications channel cut out and turns to check her console ::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Glances over to the FCO while she works ::   FCO: You do?  From where?

FCO_Bodine says:
CO/XO: Well guess they didn't have anything else to say .... 

CO_VanSickle says:
XO: Yeah.  I wonder what interesting things these Skree can give us.

MO_Surak says:
*CMO* aye, doing it now

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  Well, there is one way to find out ...

CIV_Serok says:
:: raises her eyebrow :: CO:  Sir, the Skree have communicated that they were curious about us, but that the beings on board were far too excitable for them.  In essence, they became bored.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sees the area around the Scorpius is clear ::   XO: Ma'am...the area around the Scorpius is now clear of any kind of anomalies

CIV_Serok says:
CO:  Although, they did find the Vulcan logic refreshing.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
All:  Gee ... I never thought of myself as boring ...

CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: Now there's a contradiction in terms.

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: As you know I came back to this ship as MO, at least I thought you knew that. In order to upgrade my counselor masters to a full medical doctorate I had to go back for a year will a bit longer. My intern year he, Surak I mean was first year medical. One of the first Cardassian students at medical.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::shuts down the console and heads out to sickbay::

CIV_Serok says:
CO:  I did not have the heart to tell them that I was one of a different race than the others on this ship.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CIV: We weren't interesting enough for them?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Mary Curtis> ::gets the Lexorin and gives it to the MO to administer::

OPS-Watson says:
FCO:  No, I didn't know you came on as MO.  Must have been before my time.   Wow...first Cardassian students in medical!  I bet that was different

CIV_Serok says:
XO:  Apparently not Commander, although several of us were interesting to them on an intellectual level.

MO_Surak says:
:: glances at his superior Bajoran commanding officer and his stomach tenses up ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Mary Curtis> MO: Here you go Sir.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::enters sickbay and looks up to see a Cardassian::

FCO_Bodine says:
:: comments :: XO: We're probably better off this way. I don't much like aliens that act on their ideals and ask questions later. I mean in regards to them taking control here.

MO_Surak says:
CMO: I am Surak, nice to meet you

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
FCO:  I tend to agree.  But they are a curiosity.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sees her console flashing at her and checks the problem.  Frowns a moment then turns to the XO ::   XO: Ma'am...our power packs are critically depleted and they must be restocked immediately or shield will not work well.  We have to put in somewhere for resupply

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::looks at the uniform and glares:: MO: YOU are my NEW DOCTOR???

CO_VanSickle says:
All: So, what information did we get out of these Skree?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
FCO:  Location and distance to the nearest Starbase?

CIV_Serok says:
XO:  I also discovered that they exist on electrical currents supplied by the nebula.

MO_Surak says:
CMO: Yes I am, is that some sort of a problem?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::takes the hypo from Mary:: MO: Your species is a problem, Ensign. ::pushes past him and into ICU::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::applies the hypo to TO Heath then turns to her son::

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: Yea no one talked to him much so I sat down at a lunch table one afternoon .... :: stops mid-sentence and checks the nav charts :: CO: Denali Station is the nearest Starbase , ETA 12 Minutes at Maximum warp Captain.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Glances at the FCO as she works listening to him as she does ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Self: Of all the graduates at Star Fleet Medical, they have to give me the one spooner. ::gets angrier the longer she thinks about it::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::nods:: FCO:  Thank you, Lt.  CO:  Captain, we need to return to a Starbase for resupply.

OPS-Watson says:
FCO: Wow...poor guy!  I bet it was tough for him!   :: Smiles ::   I think I'd like to get to know him.  Do you think he still remembers you?

MO_Surak says:
CMO: Ahh so you got a problem with Cardassians, frankly I don’t care, that’s your problem, I'm just here for duty

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
MO: Fine, then get to work! ::goes back to her patients::

CO_VanSickle says:
XO: Of course.  Get us there.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
FCO:  Lt, set course for Denali Station, maximum warp

MO_Surak says:
CMO: YES SIR!

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Self: HE did this to me on purpose.  His way of getting even because I'm still angry with him for nearly killing my son.  Just wait until I have a talk with him.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::applies the hypo to Pel Tor, then watches the patients carefully::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
OPS:  Contact Denali Station and tell them we are rendezvousing for resupply.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Watches power carefully ::

OPS-Watson says:
XO: Aye, ma'am   :: Fingers fly over her console as she sends Denali station the message ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Mary Curtis> MO: I'm sorry about her response.  She lost her father and twin brothers due to Cardassians during the Occupation.

FCO_Bodine says:
XO: Aye commander, course laid in for Denali Station. :: hits monkey flips the switch ::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  Sir, with your permission I'd like to head down to sickbay.  As you know we have just received a new MO who's Cardassian.  I want to go see how he's settling in.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::watches as Pel Tor starts to wake up and moves to Heath::

CO_VanSickle says:
XO: Before you go, you'd better get yourself a whistle and penalty flag.

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
<Denali Communications Officer Kirran>COM: Scorpius: OPS: We read you  Scorpius... what is your status?

FCO_Bodine says:
XO: Don't let the doctor kill him ...... You can tell the Doc that it would be a personal favor to me. I'll explain later .. :: smiles ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Scorpius comes in to Denali Station space...

MO_Surak says:
Mary Curtis: Well I didn’t do it I’ve been on earth my entire life, her hatred should not be directed at me

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
TO: Jazreel?  Do you hear me?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::gets up:: CO:  I hope there's no fireworks down there but I think I'd better make sure.  ::heads for the TL::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The TO stirs but remains unconscious...

OPS-Watson says:
COM: Kirran: Our power packs are critically low.  We need immediate replacement.  We are coming in for resupply and our ETA is 12 minutes.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Mary Curtis> MO: It won't be for long.  She angers easily about some things but with the exception of one person, she never remains angry for long.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::watches as the TO drifts from a coma to REM sleep::

FCO_Bodine says:
CO: We have entered Denali space sir dropping to impulse speed.

MO_Surak says:
Mary Curtis: One person? who would that be

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::arrives on Deck 9 and heads for sickbay::

CO_VanSickle says:
FCO: Good job.  OPS: Do we have clearance to dock yet?

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
<Denali Communications Officer Kirran> COM: Scorpius: OPS: Alright...I'll turn you over to Ringwald... traffic control.

CIV_Serok says:
:: sits at her console, entering what information they gathered on the Skree ::

OPS-Watson says:
COM: Kirran:  Scorpius to Denali station.  We are requesting permission to dock

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Mary Curtis> ::shrugs:: MO: The Captain.  He chose to fly the ship rather than have a crewman do it.  The end result was the near paralysis of her son.  It took Smurf almost 6 months to learn to walk again.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::watches her son wake up::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::enters sickbay::

OPS-Watson says:
:: With a professional, but cold voice ::  CO: I'm just requesting permission to dock now, sir

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Scorpius coast toward the station, and can see on the view screen a badly damaged Nebula-class ship marked as the USS Themisto...

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
<Denali Traffic Control Ringwald> COM: Scorpius: OPS/FCO: Permission granted.,.. sending vectors and coordinates to dock on the outer docking ring.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Pel Tor> CMO: Momma?  I got sick again?

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
<Denali Traffic Control Ringwald> ::sends them the traffic pattern information::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sends the information to the FCO ::    COM: Savel: Received.  Thanks much Denali!

FCO_Bodine says:
:: looks at the damaged Nebula class :: ALL: Wow what happen to her.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
MO:  Doctor Surak?  ::walks over to him::

OPS-Watson says:
FCO: John, our vectors and coordinates to dock have been sent to your station

FCO_Bodine says:
:: receives the vector information and follows their assigned flight path ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Pel Tor: We met some people who talked telepathically all at once.  It gave you a headache and you went to sleep to protect your mind.  You are okay now.

MO_Surak says:
XO: yes, something you need?

OPS-Watson says:
CO: We have received permission to dock, sir

FCO_Bodine says:
CO: Sir, Docking procedures or will we be using transporters?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
MO:  No, just came down to see how you were settling in?  Any problems?

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
<Denali Communications Officer Kirran> *Savel*: Commander the Scorpius is coming to dock shortly... do you wish to meet up with her?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Pel Tor> CMO: I can't hear Dee Dee.

MO_Surak says:
XO: I’m settled, not comfortably but I’m settled, everything is fine now

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
*Kirran*: Yes. Where are they docking?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
MO:  Good.  Where is Dr Garta-Nmbarri?

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
<Denali Communications Officer Kirran> *Savel*: Outer docking ring port 42.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sends information shipwide to prepare for station docking ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Pel Tor: That's okay Smurf.  I gave you some medicine that will affect your telepathy for awhile.  You just rest, I'll be back soon. ::kisses him then heads out of ICU::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::looks up to see the XO::

MO_Surak says:
XO: She should be with Pel Tor, he just awakened

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
::exits her ready room:: *Kirran*: On my way down there now... Savel out.

OPS-Watson says:
COM: Kirran: Scorpius to Denali Station.  Where can we pick up those power packs?

CO_VanSickle says:
FCO: How long until we're secure?

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Scorpius coasts into berth

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: May I see you in my office Commander?  I need to speak with someone.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::nods:: MO: Thank you, Ensign.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CMO:  Certainly.  ::signals for her to lead the way::

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
<Denali Communications Officer Kirran> COM: Scorpius: OPS: We'll have them ready for you delivering them to your ship as soon as is possible.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::enters her office and leans on the desk::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sends crew to begin umbilical cord hookup ::

FCO_Bodine says:
Self: guess that means we are docking ... hope I can still do this been in my quarters for awhile .. wait a sec correction I've never docked this ship yet ... This will be fun. :: drops to maneuvering thrusters and attempts to guide the ship through the outer doors ::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::follows the CMO in:: CMO:  What's the problem?

CO_VanSickle says:
*All Hands*: All personnel not needed for resupply is authorized for shore leave.

CIV_Serok says:
:: continues looking over the information on the Skree she has just entered ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Permission to speak freely Ma'am?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: As a friend?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CMO: Granted.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sighs ::   COM: Kirran: We need those ASAP, sir.  I can personally pick them up if you tell me where I might

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
*CSO Bartholomew*: Hey Brodie... come out of your lab... and meet the Scorpius crew...

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: AQilla!  What in the name of the prophets is Star Fleet thinking?  Putting a Bajoran and a Cardassian in the same sickbay?  Are they freaking insane?
CIV_Serok says:
:: downloads the information onto a PADD and heads for the station ::

FCO_Bodine says:
:: slows the ship 6 meters from ports ... 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 meter ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Scorpius Achieves hard dock with Denali

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
::arrives at the outer docking ring in time to see the Scorpius hook up::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sees power is now being transferred from the Station and begins shutting down ship's power ::

FCO_Bodine says:
CO: We're hard docked Captain we can now repressurize the air locks sir and take on supplies.

Denali_CSO_Bartholomew says:
*CO*: Scorpion what?  Who is this?  I'm, like busy you know?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CMO:  I know how you feel about Cardassians, Jenise, but Starfleet saw fit to send Ensign Surak here.   What I need to know is can you work with Dr Surak?

OPS-Watson says:
CO: The Scorpius is hooked up to Station power

CO_VanSickle says:
FCO: Good.  You have the bridge.  ::gets up to the TL:: Computer: Airlock 2.

CIV_Serok says:
:: heads for the airlock and waits to be allowed to leave the ship ::

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
::thought for sure her CSO knew her voice by now:: *CSO Bartholomew*: This is Savel... Lieutenant... want to learn more or not?

CO_VanSickle says:
::TL stops near airlock 2, CO gets out and crosses gang plank to Denali Station::

OPS-Watson says:
COM: Kirran:  Scorpius to Denali Station.  Unknown if you received my last transmission.  We need those power packs ASAP.  If you tell me where I can pick them up, I'll go personally.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Looks over to the FCO ::   FCO: Guess the CO's in a hurry

FCO_Bodine says:
:: nods before the captain departs ::

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
<Denali Communications Officer Kirran> COM: Scorpius: OPS: I said we'd deliver them to you when they are ready.

CIV_Serok says:
:: exits the airlock onto Denali station then looks down at the PADD and continues to walk ::

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: that dock was smoother then I expected

Denali_CSO_Bartholomew says:
::Bangs head on desk::  *CO*: Oh, um, right.  Sorry Commander there was, like, this..um, experiment running down here and it was like way noisy you know?  Um, sure, I'll come see your scorpions.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: I can do what I have to do.  You know that. ::sighs:: But a bit of warning would have been nice.  I walk in to find a Cardassian preparing to give my son an injection?  All the old bells went off in my head.

TO_Heath says:
::opens her eyes and looks around sickbay:: Self: How did I wind up here?  ::slowly sits up trying to remember what happened::

CO_VanSickle says:
::looks around the deck for the station's CO::

CIV_Serok says:
:: runs into the Denali CO :: D_CO: Pardon me Captain.

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: Well lets coordinate with engineering to get the supplies they needed. Then you can take a short break. We work together and we can get this done faster. Oh one more thing....

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sighs ::   COM: Kirran:  I don't think you understand.  When they are ready is NOT acceptable.  They should be ready for us now.  What type of ETA am I looking at?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::nods:: CMO:  Believe it or not I do understand.  But right now we are docked at Denali Station.  Care to join me on the station?

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
CIV: Greetings.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Sure.  I'll have Mary keep an eye on Smurf.

CIV_Serok says:
:: raises her hand in the traditional Vulcan fashion :: D_CO:  Long life and prosperity Captain.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::smiles:: CMO:  Good.  Come on.  ::leaves the CMO's office::

OPS-Watson says:
FCO: That is IF I can get them, John!  The station is saying they will deliver those packs when they are ready....   Oh, and what else is there?

TO_Heath says:
::slides down off the biobed, rubs her neck and shoulder::

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
CIV: Peace and long life ::also returns the salute::

Denali_CSO_Bartholomew says:
::Sighs and leaves the lab, not really sure where the CO would keep her scorpions.::

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: Is it possible for us to access the stations records on that Banged up Nebula class. Lets see if there is any data we should be downloading from their logs while we are here. With proper authority in mind of course.

CIV_Serok says:
D_CO:  I am Captain Suvok Serok, First Contact Specialist assigned to the USS Scorpius.

Host Denali_SEC_Brannigan says:
::watches as another Federation ship docks and wonders if there is anything needed here in terms of security::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Mary Curtis> ::enters ICU:: TO: How are you feeling Ma'am?

OPS-Watson says:
:: Nods ::   FCO: I'll see what I can do there for you.

CO_VanSickle says:
::sees CIV speaking with someone and joins them:: CIV: Capt. Serok...

Denali_CSO_Bartholomew says:
::Asks the computer for Savel's location.  Finds out she is in the docking area.  Figures the little ankle biters must have come in by ship.  Heads down to meet her.::

TO_Heath says:
Mary: A little confused as to why I'm here, but fine other than that.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::heads for the airlock::

CIV_Serok says:
:: looks at VanSickle::  CO:  Greetings Captain.

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
CIV:  Good to meet you. Does the Scorpius do a lot of diplomatic missions?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::follows the XO after giving orders about the patients::

Host Denali_SEC_Brannigan says:
::nods to Savel::  Savel:  Captain.

OPS-Watson says:
COM: Kerran: I'd like permission to obtain information on the Nebula-class vessel you have in dock?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CMO:  So, how is Dee Dee?  I haven't heard you talk about her for a while...

Host Denali_SEC_Brannigan says:
::nods to CIV::  CIV:  Captain.  Welcome to Denali.  ::returns to guard duty::

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: Just the public logs we have direct access to. If we pull those that would be enough I think. If Denali wants us to know more I am sure the Captain or XO will be given further details.

CIV_Serok says:
D_CO: We tend to stumble into some of our diplomatic missions.  

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
::sees the CO of the Scorpius and her security officer::

TO_Heath says:
Mary: Is there any reason that I should stay here, or can I return to duty?

CIV_Serok says:
D_SEC:  Thank you.

OPS-Watson says:
FCO: I'll see what I can get for you

CO_VanSickle says:
::holds up hand in a Vulcan salute, seeing some Vulcan resemblances::

OPS-Watson says:
FCO: If and when they decide to answer me

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
<Denali Communications Officer Kirran> COM: SCORP: OPS: Sure... I can send you some of that... Themisto got pretty banged up by the Gorn

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Mary Curtis> ::does a quick scan:: TO: You seem fine.  Your telepathic region will seem numb for a while but it shouldn't keep you from duty.

Denali_CSO_Bartholomew says:
::Arrives at the docking ring and sees Savel speaking to some other officers.::

FCO_Bodine says:
:: nods and stands up to stretch his feet ::

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
CO: Greetings Captain, I am commander Savel of Denali Station...

OPS-Watson says:
:: Grins ::   COM: Kirran:  That would be wonderful!  Now, can I get an ETA on those power packs, please?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::arrives at the airlock and enters Denali Station::

CO_VanSickle says:
D_CO: Capt. Eric VanSickle.  Thanks for helping us out.

TO_Heath says:
Mary: I wouldn't think so, I usually try to ignore that.  The numbness may seem more of a relief than a hindrance.

Denali_CSO_Bartholomew says:
::Approaches and sees a Captain.  Decides to hover nearby and not draw attention.  Wonders where the scorpions are.::

CIV_Serok says:
D_CO:  I do apologize for bumping into you, I was studying some information on a new species.

OPS-Watson says:
FCO: We have lift-off, John.  Denali will says the Themisto got banged up pretty badly by...   :: Pauses ::

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
<Denali Communications Officer Kirran> ::the Bajoran starts to get  bit hot under the collar:: COM: SCORP: OPS: I dunno lady... they'll be ready when they are ready... you should be fine on station power now.

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: The Gorn again, does that seem odd to you? I wonder if there might be any connection to our encounter. This keeps up you think we could be looking at a war Mr. Watson?

CIV_Serok says:
:: notices the D_CSO and nods in his direction ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::enters the station:: XO: So, how was your shore leave?

Denali_CSO_Bartholomew says:
::Waves politely at the newcomer.::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::notices the CIV and the CO talking to some of the Denali officers .. nods to them::

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
::sees brodie out the corner of her eye:: CSO Bartholomew: Come over... meet the crew of the Scorpius

OPS-Watson says:
:: Feels the tears come to her eyes.  Brushes them away quickly and coughs as she steadies her voice ::    FCO: Maybe

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::grins:: CMO:  Not long enough!  I don't get many opportunities to see Russ and the children ...

TO_Heath says:
::smiles as she starts toward the door:: Mary:  Thanks for the help  ::continues out and toward the nearest turbolift::

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: You alright?

OPS-Watson says:
COM: Kirran:  Well...I'd like to THANK you for your assistance, Denali.  Scorpius out!

CIV_Serok says:
:: nods at the XO ::

CO_VanSickle says:
::turns to see an officer in a science uniform:: D_CSO: Capt. Eric VanSickle, the CO.  You are?

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
CO/CIV: This is my Chief Science Officer...

TO_Heath says:
::enters the lift:: Computer: Bridge

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: I understand that.  T'Lok and I finally located my missing relatives.  They are living on Q'Onos now.

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
CO/CIV: Did you encounter any of the Gorn?

OPS-Watson says:
:: Shakes her head ::   FCO: No...but that is another matter.  Denali says we'll get the power packs when they're ready.  Rather rude OPS officer over there.  I hate to play my hard-ass card

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CMO:  I hear there's a pretty good Bajoran restaurant on the station.  Want to try it?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Sure, why not.

CO_VanSickle says:
D_CO: No, but we did encounter something of interest.

Denali_CSO_Bartholomew says:
::Walks over::  CO_Van: Brodie.  I mean, Lieutenant Bartholomew, Captain.  I run the Science department.

CIV_Serok says:
:: raises her eyebrow :: D_CO: We have encountered them before Captain.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Pel Tor> Mary Curtis: Mary?  Can I go home?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Mary Curtis> Pel Tor: Sure, come on and I'll take you.

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
CO: What was that?

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sees request for supplies come in and sighs ::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::heads for the promenade and the restaurant::

TO_Heath says:
::steps out onto the bridge only to find tactical empty:: Self: Interesting.

CO_VanSickle says:
D_CO: Some extra-dimensional beings called the Skree.  Capt. Serok communicated with them telepathically before Ms. Watson found a frequency that we can communicate with them through the comm system.

CIV_Serok says:
:: looks curiously at VanSickle and raises her  eyebrow ::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Is glad for the work so she doesn't dwell on the Gorn ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
<Mary Curtis> ::heads out of sickbay holding Pel Tor's hand::

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: I can't imagine how you feel about the Born, but I know how I feel about it. :: some of the Vakree's healing calmness kicks in and helps him fight his emotions. :: OPS: We can't change what happen but we can try to make ourselves more defensible for the future. Whatever has happened it has brought the Gorn out of their Den and I think Starfleet and US will have to face them. In order to end this.

Host Denali_CO_Savel says:
CO: Oh.... I was so hoping you had more information on the Gorn conflict.

CIV_Serok says:
CO:  Forgive me Captain, but did we not encounter 2 Gorn Scout recently?

OPS-Watson says:
FCO: I do not fear the Gorn...    :: Drops her head ::   ...I...never mind

FCO_Bodine says:
OPS: Now when you’re ready to get your composure back. I would like to talk to the Station's calm office again. On the screen this time. Moves to the center of the Bridge and stands straight ::

Host Gerry says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


